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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this note is to get a rough insight into the complexity of Boolean 
functions and networks which can be described by alternating and polytape 
machines. This note was stimulated by a discussion between M. Fiirer, I. Wegener 
and the present author which followed the talk of I. Wegener at the Conference on 
Recursive Combinatorics at Miinster, May 1983. In the course of this discussion the 
opinion came up that already polytape might consittute a stumbling block for the 
construction of complex Boolean functions. In this note it will be shown that by 
using a mildly sophisticated version of a conventional diagonal argument, complex 
Boolean networks can already be constructed by suitable polytape machines. We 
will also describe a further result in the same direction which says that complex 
Boolean functions can already be described by expressions from the polynomial 
hierarchy, or what amounts to the same, by alternating machines. This is essentially 
a consequence of a theorem on generalized second order spectra, proved in detail 
in [6]. Although the proof of this theorem is rather sophisticated, itsmain ingredient 
is still the same diagonal argument, already mentioned above. The conclusion to 
be drawn from all this is that diagonalization suffices for the construction ofcomplex 
Boolean functions within polytape or alternating time, but that methods urpassing 
diagonalization are required for the construction of complex Boolean functions 
within polytime. This is confirmed by actual research; we refer to [1] as a recent 
contribution to this area. 
2. Complex Boolean networks by polytape machines 
Our first theorem deals with the construction of complex Boolean networks by 
polytape machines. 
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Theorem 2.1. For every s > 1 there is a constant cs and a polytape machine Ts which, 
when given the string 1 n as input, constructs a propositional formula F~,(X~,. . . ,  X~) 
having the property: (*) if B is a Boolean network with n input nodes whose total 
number N of nodes satisfies N <~ Cs" n s" (log n) -I, then the set {sr[~ = (~'l,-.-,  ~'~) 
{0,1}" and B(~)=I}  is different from the set {~' l~'=(~l, . . . , f f , )~{0,1} n and 
F~(~I , . . . ,  ~,,) is true} (with B(~) the value computed by B on input ~). 
Before proceeding to the proof we collect a few generalities and two lemmas on 
Boolean networks which will also be used in the next section. Boolean networks of 
n input nodes are denoted by B, Bn, . . . .  Given ¢ e {0, 1} n, B(~') is the value which 
B computes for the input string ~'. In order to get a convenient description of 
networks Bn of totally N nodes, let 1 , . . . ,  N be the first N integers written in 
binary; let 0, ^, v, ~ be additional symbols. We introduce four types of quadruples: 
(1) (O/O/O/k), k <- n, stating that k is (or labels) an input node, 
(2) ( i / j /A /k )  with i, j < k, stating that k is an and-node with an input line from 
i to the left input of k and an input line from j to the right input of k, 
(3) ( i / j / v /k )  with i , j<  k, likewise but with k an or-node, 
(4) ( i /O /~/k )  with i < k, stating that k is a not-node with an input line from i 
to k. 
A sequence h , . - . ,  tN of quadruples describes a network B, of N nodes if the 
following holds: 
(a) tj = (O/O/O/j) for j = 1 , . . . ,  n, 
(b) if k labels a node of B,, then there is exactly one quadruple in the list t~, . . . ,  tN 
having k as fourth component (i.e., of the form (u /v /w/k ) ) ,  namely tk, 
(C) if k labels and and-node, then tk has the form ( i / j /A /k ) ,  
(d) if k labels an or-node, then tk has the form ( i / j / v /k ) ,  
(e) if k labels a not-node, then tk has the form (i/O/--a/k). 
Thus in order to compute the value of B, at a string ~re{0, 1}" we can work 
through the se~uence t l , . . . ,  tN essentially from left to right. Without loss of 
generality we can identify Boolean networks B, with sequences t l , . . . ,  tN of quad- 
naples describing B,, i.e., B,, is tacitly assumed to be such a sequence. The norm 
IIB,[I of the network is simply the length of the sequence h , . . . ,  tN considered as 
string in the alphabet {(,) , / ,  ^ , v, --7, 0, 0, 1}. 
Lemma 2.2. There is a Ko with the property: if B, is a network of  N nodes, then 
IIB  II KoN(log N)  
Lemma 2.3. There is a Turing machine T and a K~ with the following properties. I f  
B,, = tl . . .  tN is a network of  N nodes and ~'~ {0, 1} n, then: 
(1) T accepts the string ~/ B, iff B~(~) = 1, 
(2) T spends <~ Kl N2(log N)  time on input ~/ B~. 
The proofs of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 are completely routine and may be omitted. 
Next we need a rough upper bound for the number of Boolean networks of N 
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nodes. To this end it suffices to find an upper bound for the number of lists h, . . . ,  tN 
of quadruples which satisfy (a)-(e). Now it is clear that a fixed list t l , . . . ,  tN can 
be extended in at most 3N 2 ways into a list t, . . . ,  tN, tN+~ with tN+~ of the form 
(u/v/w/N+ 1), such that (a)-(e) is satisfied. From this remark we immediately 
infer that 3N(N!) 2 is an upper bound for the number of lists h , . . . ,  tN satisfying 
(a)-(e) and thus an upper bound for the number of networks B, of N nodes. With 
this preparation at hand we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (A) Let M~ be the se of Boolean functions f :  {0, 1} ~ ~ {0, 1} 
with the property: 
(1) the set { ff I ~" ~ {0, 1 }" and f(ff) = 1 } has cardinality ns. The number of elements 
2 n n 
in M~ is (~.). As noted above, the number bN of networks of n input nodes and 
totally N nodes is bounded by 3N(NI) 2. From Stirling's formula n!= 
(27r)~/2n"+a/2e-"c, (lim c, = 1) we easily infer: 
(2) 3N(NI)2~AN2N3 N for a suitable constant A, 
2 n nS) - i  (3) (,,) = (2n(2" - )2"((2" - nS)n-~)'~Sn-~/2)~X,,, where lim X, = (2"tr) -1/2 
From (2), (3) we infer by a straightforward calculation that for every s I> 1 there 
is a constant c~ with the property: 
2 n 
(4) if N<~ c~n~(log n) -~, then ANEN3N <(~) .  
It follows from these remarks that if N ~< c~n~(log n) -~, then there is at least one 
Boolean function f~ M~, which cannot be described by any Boolean network Bn of 
N nodes. We note in this connection that if N < N', then there is for every network 
B~ of N nodes a network B" of N'  nodes such that B~(~') = B',(s r) for all sr~ {0, 1} ~. 
(B) In order to give a description of the machine Ts, let, for given n, N(n, s) be 
the largest integer N such that N<~c~nS(log n) -~. Let E~, E2,. . .  , be a suitable 
lexicographical ordering of all sets E _ {0, 1} ~ of cardinality n~, i.e., Ej = {sr~,..., ~'~, 
t= n ~ and SrJk ~ {0, 1}~}. Let B~, B2,.. .  be a suitable lexicographical ordering of all 
Boolean networks of n inputs and N(n, s) nodes. The polytape machine in question 
now acts as follows. Starting with El, it tests for E~, by running through B~, B2,.. .  
in that order, whether there is any Bk such that {~lBk(~') = 1}= Ej. If there is no 
such Bk, then the set Ej is considered as 'good', the process tops and a propositional 
formula F~(X) in disjunctive normal form such that {~IF~,(~) is t rue}=Ej  is 
constructed. If there is such a Bk, the set Ej is cancelled and the same process is 
repeated with Ej÷ i. From part (A) of this proof it follows that the process terminates 
and that the set is true} is different from all sets {~'[B,(ff)= 1}, with B~ 
network of n input nodes and totally <~N(n, s) nodes. From the remarks prior to 
the proof and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that the machine T~ can indeed be 
chosen to be polytape. [] 
Remarks. In an earlier version of this note, the estimates of the next section where 
used in order to prove a weaker form of the present Theorem 2.1: the number N 
of nodes was required to satisfy N <~ ' .  It was pointed out to us by the referee 
that this bound could be replaced by N~ csnS(log n) -1 by using the upper bound 
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of 3NN 2N for the number of networks of N nodes, thus avoiding the use of the 
material of the next section. 
3. Complex Boolean functions described by alternating machines 
As mentioned in the introduction, Boolean functions which are 'complex' in the 
spirit of the last section can already be described by alternating machines, or 
equivalently by suitable expressions from the polynomial hierarchy. In order to 
describe the relevant results we need a couple of remarks. The first remarks concern 
Turing machines and their binary encodings. In what follows we have to consider 
a large number of Turing machines. These are based on a fixed alphabet A = 
{a~,.. . ,  a,} which contains the symbols b (blanc), 0, 1, # ,  *, brackets ( , )  and 
eventually others (the alphabet is described in [6] but its precise nature is not 
important here). In addition there are denumerably many states q~, q2, • • • and three 
symbols L, N, R ('left', 'neutral', and 'right'). Turing machines are as usual given 
by the collection of their five-tuples 8 = qlaiqkamd, d ~ {L, N, R}. It turns out to be 
necessary to encode Turing machines by binary strings. Now our results are largely 
independent on the precise nature of this encoding, but since there are some bounds 
which are influenced by it we give a brief description of a fixed such encoding. With 
d ~ {L, N, R}, a~ ~ A and qj, j = I, 2 , . . . ,  we associate binary strings d', a~, q~ as 
follows: (1) L '= I ,  N '= l l ,  R '= l l l ,  (2) a~=l j+3, j= l ,2 , . . . , r ,  (3) q~=l j+3+r, 
j=  1 ,2 , . . . .  The encoding of a five tuple 6=qlayqkamd is given by 8'= 
I ! t f t qiOajOqkOamOd. Let M = 61, . . . ,  6N be a Turing machine; the string ~M = 6~00 
3~00. • • 006~ is called the encoding of M;  by IIMII we denote the length of ~'M. 
Our second set of remarks concerns the language L< of second order predicate 
calculus which serves as a frame for the formulation of the results. L< contains the 
usual logical symbols, individuals variables, predicate variables for all number of 
arguments and in addition a two place predicate constant denoting order. A formula 
F(x~, . . . ,  x~, P t , . . . ,  P,) with the indicated free variables (Pj of a t argument places) 
is true in the domain Dn ={0, 1 , . . . ,  n -1} for the assignment of n~ ~ D, ( j=  1 , . . . ,  s) 
and B~ ~ D~J (j = 1 , . . . ,  t) to xj and Pj respectively if F is true under this assignment 
when the bound individual variables range over D,, the bound k-place predicate 
variables range over the set of k-place relations with domain D,, and with < 
interpreted as the natural order on D,. We say that F is true in D, (under this 
assignment). In what follows we need a theorem which relates Turing machines 
and second order predicate calculus in a way which is familiar to spectrum theory 
and the detailed proof of which is given in [6]. 
Theorem ~-. For every s ~ 1 there is an integer n" and a formula Es( P) from L< whose 
only free variable is the one place predicate variable P, which has the following properties: 
(A) Assume n >~ n'; if  M is a Turing machine with encoding length [IM[[ <~ n s and 
which is < n s time bounded on every input ~ ~ {0, 1 } n, then the set {~'[ ~" ~ {0, 1 }" and 
is accepted by M} is different from the set {~'l~'e {0, 1}" and Es(~) is true in Dn}. 
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(B) The cardinality of the set {~']~{0, 1} ~ and E,{~') is true in D,} is <~n ~. 
(C) The formula E~( P) contains only predicate variables of at most max{s + 1, 3} 
argument places. 
Remark. Theorem -k is a special case of a stronger result in [6, Theorem 3], 
which provides a formula E~(h/P) having the same properties as E,(P), but with 
respect to (~<h)-alternating machines. The proof is based on rather sophisticated 
techniques from spectrum theory and cannot be discussed within the frame of this 
note. The diagonal principle, however, which is incorporated in the construction of 
the formula E~(h/P) (and thus E,(P)) is the same which is used in the proof of 
2 n 
Theorem 2.1. It is observed that there are ( s )  Boolean functions f :{0,  1}"--> {0, 1} 
with the property: (i) the set {~" If(~') = 1} has cardinality n s. On the other hand there 
are at most 2 ~'+~ Turing machines whose binary encoding has length ~<n ". Now 
2 ~ 2nS+l ( , )  > for n sufficiently large. Among the Boolean functions with property (i) 
one can therefore select a particular one, say fo, which is smallest with respect o 
some lexicographical ordering and which differs from all Boolean functions 
described by machines with encoding length ~<n ~. The formula E~(P) of Theorem 
~r formalizes in fact all this and describes precisely such a function fo. 
The first result to be proved in this section is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let Es(P) be the formula of Theorem -k. There is an integer ns such 
that for every Boolean network B with n >I ns input nodes and totally N <~  nodes 
the set {~'l~'~ {0, 1}" and B(~') = 1} is different from the set {~'1~'~ {0, 1}" and Es{~}is 
true in Dn}. 
As a preparation to the proof of this theorem we associate with every Boolean 
network Bn = h , - . . ,  tN a Turing machine M(Bn) which acts as follows: 
(1) It transforms a given input ¢ ~ {0, 1}" into ¢/Bn, then moves its head into the 
intitial position and stops in the final state. 
The machine M(Bn) has stored the whole sequence h , . . . ,  tN within its set of 
states, i.e., the number of states in M(B,)  has an upper bound Collnnll, with Co a 
fixed constant. Moreover, the number of five-tuples in M(Bn) is of the same number 
of magnitudes as its number of states, i.e., there is a C~ such that the length of 
M(B,)  is bounded by C1 ][B~ II. By taking into account he particular way machines 
are encoded in binary we find a constant C2 such that IIM(B )II C21tB  II 2. Further- 
more, it is clear that the time required by M(B,)  in order to transform the input 
into ~/Bn is bounded by c311nnll for a suitable (?3. By combining these remarks 
with Lemma 2.2 we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. There is a K2 and for every Boolean network Bn of N nodes a Turing 
machine M ( Bn ) with the following properties : (i) M ( Bn ) transforms an input ~ ~ {0, 1}" 
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into f/B,,  (ii) IIM(B II K2N2(Iog N) 2, (iii) the time spent by M(Bn) on input ~ is 
<~ K2N(log N): 
We now combine the machine M(B.)  of Lemma 3.2 with the machine T of 
Lemma 2.3 into a new machine M(Bn)+ T which, when given an input ~s {0, 1}", 
acts as follows: 
(2) First, it acts according to the instructions of M(Bn) and transforms ~" into ~/B,. 
(3) It then acts like machine T on input ~/B~ and accepts ~/B~ iff B , (~)= 1. 
It is not difficult o see that the length M(B. )  + T is still bounded by K3N2(log N) 2 
with an eventually larger constant K3. On the other hand, the time spent by M(B,)  + T 
on input ~'~{0, I}" is equal to the time spent by M(B,) on input ~ plus the time 
spent by T on input ~/B,, thus bounded by K2N(log N)+K1N2"(Iog N). This is 
summed up by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. For every Boolean network B, of N nodes, with N sufficiently large (i.e., 
N~ No for suitable No) there is a Turing machine M(B, )+ T with the following 
properties: (i) I IM(B.)+ TII <~ N 3, (ii) for ever input ~{0,  1}", M(B, )+ Taccepts 
iff B,(~) = 1, (iii) the time spent by M(B , )+ Ton input ~ is <N 3. 
We now can put the pieces together and proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Put n~ = max{n', No} with n'  as in Theorem * and No as in 
Lemma'3.3. Let B~ be a Boolean network of N nodes such that n I> n~ and N ~< ~n-~, 
and let M(B,,) + T be the machine of Lemma 3.3. By Lemma 3.3 and our assumptions, 
the length [[M(B,)+ T[[ of the binary encoding of M(B,,)+ T is ~<n * and the 
computation time spent by M(B.)+ T on any input ~ ~ {0, 1}" is <n s. By Theorem 
• the set {~'[ ~" s {0, 1}" and E~(~) is true in /9.} is different from the set {~'[ ~" s {0, 1}" 
and ~" is accepted by M(B. )+ T}. By Lemma 3.3, the second set is equal to the set 
{~[~'~{0, 1}" and B,(~) = 1}. From this the theorem follows. [] 
Corollary 3A. For every s there are integers h, k, n~ and an alternating machine T~ 
having the following properties: (i) T~ is <~ nk-time bounded, (ii) T, is ( <~h )-alternating, 
and (iii) if Bn is a Boolean network of n >I n~ inputs and N <~.ff-~ nodes, then the sets 
{ff[ ff ~ {0, 1}" and B,(~') = 1} and {~'l ~ ~ {0, 1}" and ~ is accepted by Ts} are different. 
Proof. According to well-known relationships between formulas of second order 
predicate calculus, the polynomial hierarchy and alternating machines (see [4, 8] 
for details) there is an alternating machine Ts and integers h, k such that: (i) Ts is 
(~<nk)-time bounded on every input ~'c {0, 1}", (ii) Ts performs ~<h alternations 
along every computation path, and (iii) ~" is accepted by Ts if and only if Es(K) is 
true in/9,. Thus if B, is a Boolean network of n t> ns input nodes and totally N ~< 3x~-n-Tn" 
nodes, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the sets {KIK ~ {0, 1}" and ~ is accepted by 
T~} and {~'1~'~{0, 1}" and Bn(~) = 1} are different. [] 
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Perhaps the most interesting conclusion to be drawn from Theorem 3.1 is the 
following. 
Theorem 3.5. Assume P= NP; let ns be as in Theorem 3.1. Then there is for every s 
a polynomial machine T*, which for n >i n~ transforms every intput 1" into a Boolean 
network B~ whose properties are as follows: (*) if Bn is a Boolean network of  N <<- 
nodes, then the set {~l ~" ~ {0, 1 }n and B, (~) = 1 } is different from the set {~'1 ~" ~ {0, 1 }" 
and B~n(~) = 1}. 
Proof. P = NP implies that the polynomial hierarchy collapses [3, 8]. We therefore 
find a polynomial machine T's which on input ~'~ {0, 1}n computes the truth value 
of Es(~) in D,. According to the results in [2, 7] there is, for every n, a particular 
Boolean network B~ which behaves as follows: for ~" ~ {0, 1}n, B~(¢) = I iff the value 
computed by T'~ on input ~" is 1. It follows from the construction described in [2, 
7] that there is a polynomial machine T*, which, when given 1" as input, computes 
B~. It follows from our construction and Theorem 3.1 that B~, has indeed the required 
properties. [] 
Remark. Theorem 3.5 may be combined with the results of Lipton [5] which say 
that the hypothesis P = NP is consistent with the axioms of a certain weak subsystem 
of arithmetic (see [5] for details). It follows that it is consistent with the axioms of 
this subsystem to assume that the machines T* of Theorem 3.5 exist and have the 
mentioned properties. 
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